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Demos
The Problem

Democracies are healthiest when all people actively participate. While democratic participation can take many forms, including organizing our communities, advocating for issues, and protesting unjust policies and systems, the act of voting is one of the most important tools for ensuring our elected leaders reflect our values and govern in our interests. In an inclusive democracy, every single voting-eligible person must have the ability to cast a ballot that counts.

Unfortunately, ensuring that every such person can vote remains an elusive goal in our democracy. Since our founding, officials have continuously erected barriers denying eligible people—especially people of color and low-income people—their democratic rights. Few of these barriers have been more daunting than voter registration. The confusing, sometimes onerous process of registering to vote keeps more people from voting than almost any other barrier.1 As a result, voter registration rates are dismal. During the November 2018 elections, only two-thirds (66.9 percent) of the voting-eligible population was even registered to vote.2 That means that in the last election, about 75 million U.S. citizens age 18 or older did not possess the basic pre-requisite for voting.3
This is not due to a lack of interest in democratic participation. It’s because getting registered to vote—and staying registered—is in many places a needlessly complicated and time-consuming process. Registration deadlines in many states are arbitrary and often come well before candidate and issue campaigning peaks and people have become fully interested in elections, meaning that some people who decide to vote in the weeks before an election, but are unregistered, are unable to do so. A full quarter of otherwise eligible people who reported not being registered to vote in November 2018 cited barriers to registration, such as not knowing where or how to register, missing registration deadlines, having difficulty with English, or suffering from a permanent illness or disability.

Registration barriers do not affect communities equally. Voter registration today, as always, disproportionately blocks would-be voters of color from exercising their fundamental right to vote. While 71 percent of the white, non-Latinx voting-eligible population is registered, only 64 percent of the Black voting-eligible population and only 54 and 53 percent of the Latinx and Asian American voting-eligible populations, respectively, is registered to vote. Eleven percent of both Black and Latinx Americans report not being registered because they missed the registration deadline, compared to only 3 percent of white Americans.

These disparities are not accidental. Black and brown families face systemic democratic and economic exclusion in the United States, and have been locked out of labor market opportunities and the chance to build wealth. Communities of color are more likely to be low-income, one of the greatest predictors of registration status. Low-income Americans of all races are registered at the lowest rates of any income group, with only 58 percent of those making $30,000 or less per year registered to vote, compared to 82 percent of those making $100,000 or more and 68 percent nationally among all income groups. Getting registered often requires taking time off work and traveling to locations not accessible by public transportation, which can be harder for working-class people. Additionally, people of color move more frequently than whites, which makes it more difficult to get and stay registered to vote.

Regardless of income, while many would-be voters do manage to jump through the registration hoops, there is evidence people of color have their registration applications held up or rejected more than white registrants. Of the 53,000 registrations in Georgia that were held up in the weeks leading up to the 2018 elections, 70 percent were Black, despite the fact that the Georgia population is only 32 percent Black. The state’s discriminatory and flawed “exact match” system disproportionately flagged and held up registrations from thousands of eligible, would-be voters of color due to minor typos or data entry errors.
Even for those who successfully register, staying on the rolls can prove tricky. Each year, people are purged from the voter rolls because they have not voted recently or because flawed data incorrectly indicate they are ineligible. Those who are wrongfully removed often do not learn they were purged until they show up to the polls and, in the majority of states that do not have same day registration, are denied the opportunity to cast a ballot that will be counted. Despite its disenfranchising effect, and contrary to the plain language of the National Voter Registration Act, an Ohio law that purges voters based on inactivity was upheld by the Supreme Court in 2018.

While research on the potential differential impact of voter purges on communities of color is limited, one early study found that purge practices like that in Ohio, which remove voters for inactivity (i.e., for not voting), may disproportionately remove voters of color. Additionally, in research conducted by the Ballot Initiative Strategy Center leading up to the 2018 election, 30 percent of respondents of color reported having their vote hindered or otherwise infringed upon. Nearly 1 in 10 said that when they showed up to vote, their name was not on the list, despite having registered. In elections with razor-thin margins, and especially in state and local elections, this level of disenfranchisement may mean the difference between one candidate succeeding or not.

Voter registration has long been weaponized to prohibit communities of color from voting. Even after the 15th and 19th Amendments expanded the right to vote to Black men and to women, respectively, officials employed registration as the linchpin in an elaborate and decades-long voter suppression scheme aimed at preventing people of color from gaining and sustaining political power. After violent white backlash brought an end to the transformative but brief period of Reconstruction, states across the South ratified new constitutions aimed at preventing such progress from ever happening again, often with the explicit purpose of “establish[ing] white supremacy in this State.” A critical component of this white supremacist agenda was to enshrine in state constitutions structures that would wholly and permanently prevent African Americans from voting. The 1901 Alabama constitution, for example, laid out new requirements for anyone wishing to register to vote, which included poll taxes, literacy tests, and employment and property qualifications, all of which could be easily weaponized against Black communities who were excluded from education and economic opportunities.

These qualifications together effectively prevented virtually all Black Alabamans from registering to vote. They also implicated many poor whites, so the constitutional framers included a temporary provision, a “grandfather clause,” that allowed anyone descended from a Confederate soldier—which covered poor whites but
excluded Blacks, who were not allowed to serve in the Confederate military—to register and to carry their registration with them for life.24 The framers of Alabama’s 1901 constitution, along with constitutional drafters across the South, left no doubt about the role registration was meant to play in preventing Black people from voting.

Voter registration as a tool for disenfranchisement persisted throughout the Jim Crow era. Georgia’s Registration Act of 1958, for example, created new hurdles for those who could not read or write. Before they were allowed to vote, aspiring voters were required to answer questions about how a writ of habeas corpus may be suspended, the process to amend the U.S. Constitution, and the qualifications of a representative to the state General Assembly.25 These schemes, and similar ones in other states, worked hand-in-hand with policies that intentionally and systematically denied Black people educational opportunities throughout the Jim Crow era. Onerous and arbitrary registration requirements like these were common across the South, and they were applied unequally, preventing African Americans from accessing the franchise while allowing white registrants who almost certainly would not have been able to answer such questions to register anyway.26

The landmark 1965 Voting Rights Act (VRA) outlawed the unnecessary and discriminatory restrictions on voter registration that had plagued the South (and other places) for decades,27 and the 1993 National Voter Registration Act (NVRA) further reduced barriers to registration by making it more widely available at government agencies and by prohibiting improper voter purges.28 However, voter registration remains a barrier for too many Americans. Especially since the VRA was gutted by the Supreme Court’s 2013 decision in Shelby v. Holder29 and an important NVRA protection against voter purging was weakened in 2018 by the Supreme Court’s Husted v. A. Philip Randolph Institute decision,30 those actors intent on hoarding political power for themselves continue to weaponize voter registration to block millions of otherwise eligible Americans from the ballot box.

Those who believe in our democracy know every single voting-eligible American who wants to cast a ballot should be able to do so. Voter registration has impeded that goal—and the full health of our democracy—for too long. We need reform that will modernize voter registration and end the suppressive role it has played in our elections once and for all.
States should implement a strong system of Automatic Voter Registration (AVR), through which state governments take full responsibility for registering people to vote. In adopting AVR, states should:

- Design AVR programs with the input and guidance of community members, especially those who could be put at risk by poorly-designed programs. This could include the creation of a task force or commission to oversee AVR implementation, on which there should be strong representation by grassroots and community leadership.

- Implement AVR across an array of relevant state government agencies, including the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV), Medicaid offices, and other agencies that are well-equipped to verify voter eligibility and reach potentially unregistered people.

- Include sufficient funding for agencies to develop adequate technological capacity to collect and securely transfer eligibility data to elections offices.

- Allocate robust funding for educating the public about the new system, a portion of which should be reserved for community groups to help carry out education efforts.

States should institute same day registration (SDR) and election day registration (EDR) for all local, state, and federal elections, including primaries, general elections, and special elections.

States must continue to fulfill their obligation under the National Voter Registration Act to affirmatively offer voter registration to residents during transactions at DMVs, public assistance agencies, and agencies providing services to people with disabilities.

To move ours closer to an inclusive democracy, we need universal voter registration in the United States. Through universal voter registration—in which all
eligible people are automatically registered to vote in advance of elections, and those who are not registered when they show up to vote are allowed to do so on-site—registration would cease to serve as a barrier to the right to vote.

That citizens have to register at all before exercising their right to vote makes the United States an outlier among democracies. In many democracies around the globe—including Argentina, Australia, Canada, Germany, Great Britain, France, and Peru, among others—the responsibility for registering citizens to vote lies with the government, not with individuals. In placing the responsibility for getting and staying registered to vote wholly upon its citizens, the United States keeps company with only a small handful of democracies, including the Bahamas, Burundi, and Mexico. Unsurprisingly, the United States has one of the lowest registration rates among highly-developed democracies.

These abysmal registration rates are not just embarrassing in the international context, they have important implications for political equality in the U.S., as well. While turnout gaps among voting-eligible populations persist based on race and ethnicity, income, and age, these gaps shrink dramatically when considering only registered voters, as a 2016 Dēmos analysis found. While other factors certainly influence people's decision and ability to vote, universal voter registration would go a long way toward increasing voter turnout and, in turn, promoting greater political equality in the United States.

Universal voter registration can be achieved through the combination of 2 common-sense reforms that already exist in several states.
first, Automatic Voter Registration (AVR), uses information already on file with state agencies to automatically register eligible people to vote and to update their voter information if they have moved or changed their name. Same-Day Registration (SDR) and Election Day Registration (EDR) allow voters to register and cast their ballot at the same time, during early voting periods and on Election Day. A robust system of AVR, combined with comprehensive SDR and EDR, would ensure all eligible people are registered on or before Election Day and registration never again serves as a barrier to people exercising their fundamental right to vote. Both AVR and SDR/EDR have been proposed as part of the historic democracy-strengthening legislation, the For the People Act (H.R.1), introduced in Congress in 2019.
Automatic Voter Registration

Automatic Voter Registration builds on the National Voter Registration Act of 1993 and other voter registration reforms to improve the overall effectiveness of the voter registration system. Through AVR, the government takes responsibility for registering eligible voters, using information already on file with government agencies to identify individuals who are eligible to register to vote and adds them to the voter rolls or updates their voter information in a seamless, paperless process. In 2015, Oregon became the first state to adopt AVR; in the ensuing 4 years, 18 states and the District of Columbia have adopted AVR.

In order to achieve universal registration, it is critical that an AVR system truly shifts the burden of registration from the individual to the government. To do so, AVR systems must use information the government already has to affirm an individual’s eligibility and automatically register them to vote, rather than making the individual affirm their eligibility before being registered. Many state agencies already collect the information necessary to affirm eligibility to vote—i.e., their age, residency, and, citizenship—in the course of normal agency business, and many states are already equipped to transmit this information electronically to elections officials. As Yale Law Professor Heather Gerken reminds us, “State officials have plenty of information on us. They know who we are and where we live. Using data-matching technology widely deployed in the private sector, creating a universal voter-registration list would be a relatively simple matter.”

How Automatic AVR Works in Practice

Under an automatic AVR model, any public agency that collects information on voter eligibility, including age, citizenship status, and residence, during the course of a normal agency transaction is designated a “source agency” for AVR. Once an individual is deemed eligible, the source agency electronically transmits this information to state elections officials. Election officials then notify eligible, unregistered people that they will be added to the rolls, unless they decline registration by a specified date. Currently, this notification usually comes as a mailer sent out after the person’s transaction at the agency. States can also experiment with additional notification systems that could reach people more quickly and effectively. A text messaging system, for example, could reach people immediately after their transaction at the agency, while the experience was fresh, and it could make choosing a party affiliation or opting out quick and easy, which is critical for protecting ineligible
people from being inadvertently added to the rolls. However notice is delivered, it should include clear instructions for how to opt out of registration, in English and in any other languages spoken by a significant portion of the population, as required under Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act. If the state is a “closed primary” state—in which people have to be registered with a party to vote in the primary—this notification should also include the option to choose a political party. If the person takes no action, they are automatically registered to vote (and registered as unaffiliated, until they update that registration). If they communicate back, by mail or text, and opt out, they are not registered to vote.

Person interacts with a government agency

Agency collects eligibility information on the person as part of the transaction

If the person is eligible to vote in that state, agency sends them notification they will be added to the voter rolls unless they affirmatively decline (and offers the chance to register with a political party)

If the person has not communicated back declining registration, agency passes their information on to state election officials

If the person declines registration, the process ends

State election officials add the person to state voter file
Some AVR systems require people to affirm their eligibility before they are registered. While an improvement from the status quo—where individuals must proactively seek out registration opportunities—such systems still require the individual to take action to become registered, so they are not fully automated. In a democracy in which voter registration is universal, all citizens are registered to vote by the government when they turn 18, without their having to take further action. This kind of full automation should be the goal of AVR programs across the United States, and all states should work toward such a model, even if they decide to implement a partially-automated model in the short term, as described further below.

Of course, these systems should build in safety mechanisms and precautions, including precautions that protect the privacy of vulnerable communities like survivors of domestic violence. There should also be clear opt-out procedures, so that people have the opportunity to opt out of registration if they really do not want their name added to the rolls. However, being registered to vote is not a political act in itself like voting, lobbying, or protesting. Instead, as Gerken points out, “there’s nothing magic about the act of registering… All states are doing during the registration process is identifying who is eligible to vote, and you’re eligible to vote whether you like it or not.” All residents who are eligible and adds them to the rolls, removing the burden of getting registered from individuals altogether.

Why We Need AVR

AVR is a transformative policy solution that can move us closer to an inclusive democracy in several ways. Most importantly, AVR increases voter registration rates across communities. When implemented well across an array of government agencies, AVR can do more than perhaps any other reform to close the registration gap between communities of color and white people, and to address disparities in registration rates between income and age groups. As described above, closing registration gaps plays a critical role in reducing disparities in voter turnout among various demographic groups, as well. AVR also reduces the administrative burden present under current registration systems and, importantly, decreases the potential for inaccuracies, ensuring that voter rolls are accurate by updating them when voters die or move out of state, and ensuring that when voters move within the state, their registration moves with them. Additionally, because AVR means more eligible people are on the registration rolls, it also means more potential voters can be contacted by campaigns and non-partisan groups leading up to elections, and
thus benefit from voter education and turn-out efforts that connect people with critical information on candidates and campaigns, as well as on when, where, and how to vote.

**AVR Closes Registration Gaps and Boosts Turnout**

The state of Oregon, which pioneered the reform when it adopted AVR through its DMV, gets close to a truly automated registration system. Oregon residents are automatically identified as eligible voters when they interact with the DMV. The agency then sends mailers to all citizens it has identified as eligible, informing them that, unless they reply specifying they do not want to be registered, the agency will forward their information to the appropriate local county board of elections to automatically register them. In addition to the notification and opt-out provision, the mailer also invites recipients to choose a political party, which is important in Oregon and other closed primary states, where a voter must be affiliated with a party to vote in the primary.

In its first year of implementation, AVR added 272,000 new voters to the rolls in Oregon.\(^{42}\) Crucially, AVR also diversified the electorate, helping the state make significant progress toward closing the registration gap between racial and ethnic communities. A 2017 Dēmos analysis of AVR in Oregon found that AVR increased the racial, income, and age diversity of Oregon’s voters.\(^{43}\) Governor Kate Brown called the program a “phenomenal success,” noting that those added to the rolls via AVR are more diverse, more likely to come from rural areas, and less wealthy than those who register online or through a paper process.\(^{44}\) Most importantly, AVR led more Oregonians to vote in 2018, with voter turnout rising from 43 percent in 2014 to 60
percent in 2018, among the highest turnout rates in the country.\textsuperscript{45} A 2016 Dēmos analysis estimated that roughly 27 million new Americans would be added to the registration rolls if every state adopted an Oregon-style AVR system.\textsuperscript{46} Oregon and other states could get even closer to universal registration if they implemented AVR at additional agencies, like Medicaid offices,\textsuperscript{47} disability offices, public universities and any other public agencies that collect sufficient eligibility data and can transfer that data to election officials.

\textit{AVR Reduces Administrative Burden and Error}

Not only does AVR increase the number of registered voters in a state and help close persistent gaps in registration rates by race, ethnicity, income, and age, it also eases the administrative burden registration poses to state and local election officials. Under the current registration process, election officials often face a deluge of applications right before a registration deadline, which have to be processed quickly and accurately to ensure all individuals who have registered are added to the rolls and able to vote on Election Day. Processing these applications quickly often requires hiring temporary, less-experienced workers during crunch time, leading to typos and other data entry errors that can translate to problems when voters arrive at the polls.\textsuperscript{48} Census data show that 3.1 percent of the roughly 29 million Americans who reported not voting in 2018 cited “registration problems” as their reason for not voting; that’s close to a million people who tried to but were kept from voting by registration.\textsuperscript{49}

Under a well-crafted AVR system, agency employees perform fewer registration tasks, minimizing the room for error that leads to such disenfranchisement at the polls, and ensuring information on voters’ eligibility is transmitted quickly and accurately. Additionally, because eligible voters visit state agencies like DMVs, Medicaid offices, and other potential AVR sites throughout the year, registration is spread across election cycles rather than concentrated around registration deadlines and Election Day, easing the time crunch facing election administrators and resulting in fewer registration errors.\textsuperscript{50}

\textit{AVR Makes Voter Mobilization More Equitable}

Finally, AVR can also lead to increased and more equitable voter education and mobilization efforts. Candidates, political parties, issue campaigns, and many community groups base their voter engagement on lists of registered voters. To the extent election administrators engage in voter education before an election, they also rely on voter registration lists. This reality means that eligible but unregistered voters miss out on efforts aimed at educating them about candidates and issues,
and information on when, where, and how to vote. They also do not benefit from voter mobilization efforts through which candidates and other groups encourage and facilitate voting. Given the racial and ethnic disparities in registration rates, the result is that potential voters of color disproportionately miss out on the benefits of voter education and mobilization efforts. Reports from state and local groups working to close registration and voting gaps show that entire neighborhoods of color are regularly passed over by parties and candidates.51

Such disparities are not just unfortunate, they are unjust. Data show that voter contact and mobilization have a huge effect on turnout. For example, infrequent Latinx voters targeted by canvassing efforts voted at rates 10 percentage points higher than those whose doors were not knocked, and Asian American voters who received follow-up calls after committing to vote turned out at 13 percentage points higher than those who did not.52 People who are contacted before an election are more likely to actually vote. In adding more people—and especially more people of color—to the registration rolls, AVR can move us closer to an inclusive, representative democracy.

Policy Design and Implementation
Considerations

There are many considerations a state must evaluate as it undertakes AVR. The following list represents some of the most important policy decisions a state must make as it designs and implements its AVR policy. Above all else, however, as AVR systems are being designed and rolled out, state lawmakers and election admin-
Automatically registering voters must work in close partnership with grassroots and community organizations. Groups representing immigrants, justice-involved people, and survivors of domestic violence, among many others who face some risk with improperly implemented AVR systems, must be leading voices in conversations about the design of AVR systems. Once the appropriate AVR model is selected, states must continue to engage with a host of community groups throughout the implementation process, to ensure adequate training for agency staff and sufficient education of the public about the new system.

As state lawmakers, election officials, and community groups collaborate to design the best AVR system for their state, they should consider all of the following:

**Designating Source Agencies**

Toward the goal of universal registration, all state agencies that collect information on eligibility and have the capacity to transmit that data securely to election agencies should be included as source agencies for AVR. The more agencies are included, the more eligible people will be registered to vote. Importantly, if a state only adopts AVR at the DMV, as is currently the case among most states that have adopted AVR, the benefits of fully automated voter registration are not universal; instead, they accrue only to those communities who engage with the DMV—who are more likely to be white and higher-income than the population overall—and registration gaps by race, ethnicity, income and age are likely to be perpetuated.

Medicaid offices are great options for AVR source agencies, as they collect and maintain citizenship data in the course of routine business. Medicaid primarily covers low-income households, and since low-income communities experience some of the lowest rates of voter registration, AVR at Medicaid offices is a critical intervention toward creating a more representative electorate. States should also strive to include disability services offices, either initially, if those agencies collect adequate data and are technologically advanced enough to transmit that data securely, or over time after investments bring these agencies up to AVR-readiness. Since many people with disabilities may not be able to drive, including disability services offices as AVR source agencies can help bring this important but too often unseen community more fully into our democracy. States can also consider Public Housing Authorities, many of which collect data on citizenship during the eligibility process.

Departments of Correction (DOC) are also logical source agencies, as state election officials are already in communication with the DOC in some manner when individuals lose their right to vote or have their voting rights restored in the 48 states and District of Columbia that take away the voting rights of people imprisoned for
felony convictions. In most states, incarcerated citizens become re-eligible to vote upon their release from prison, probation, or parole; DOCs could transmit their information to state election officials for automatic registration. Utilizing DOCs as source agencies can also help close registration gaps that burden communities of color, since mass incarceration and the criminal justice system are deeply infected by racism and disproportionately target, convict, and lock up Black and brown people. If states do include DOCs as source agencies, they should work closely with grassroots and community groups made up of people impacted by the criminal legal system to implement AVR.

Some states may also have unique statewide programs that could provide the information necessary for automatically registering eligible citizens. For example, Alaska adopted AVR using the state’s unique Permanent Fund Dividend program—which provides an annual dividend to every Alaskan based on returns from the state’s oil revenues—as a source agency.

**Building Data Collection and Transmission Technology**

AVR programs must include funding to ensure all source agencies have the technological capacity necessary to collect adequate data on eligibility and to transmit that data securely to elections officials. Implementation plans for AVR should set ambitious but realistic timelines for making the technological advancements necessary for the type of fully automated voter registration described here, and states should invest in those upgrades accordingly. States should also invest in data collection and technological readiness at agencies beyond DMVs. If a state is only able to designate 1 or 2 agencies as source agencies when AVR is first implemented, it should work to upgrade systems across agencies, so that a broader set of agencies can participate over time, making the AVR program inclusive and equitable.

Understanding that making such technological advancement will take time in some places, stakeholders should consider whether alternatives to fully-automated voter registration would be appropriate in the interim, until a source agency has achieved technological capacity for the fully-automated model of AVR described above. One such alternative is offering individuals the opportunity to opt out of voter registration during their interaction with a source agency, rather than afterward via a mailer or text, as in the fully-automated model. While this approach does keep some portion of the burden for registration on the individual, it may be the right policy choice for some places in the short term, until their agencies have sufficient technological or clerical capacity for fully-automated voter registration. States that adopt this point-of-service opt-out model likely will not see the full benefits of AVR as quickly as they would under a fully-automated system, so this model should be
adopted only as an interim solution for agencies that are not presently prepared to adopt a fully automatic system. The end goal should remain a system of fully automatic voter registration.

Another alternative would be to ensure there is enough lead time between adoption of an AVR system in state law and the system’s full implementation to bring agencies up to technological capacity, and not to begin automatically registering voters until that time. Even though such a decision may delay AVR implementation in the short term, it may well be worth it to be able to integrate a fully automatic registration system from the beginning.

**Communicating Opt-Out Provisions and Ensuring Language Accessibility**

Whatever the model of AVR adopted, it should include the opportunity for individuals to opt out of registration. While voter registration is not a political act in itself, but rather simply an acknowledgement of one’s eligibility, some people may still not want to be registered and should be able to opt out.

Additionally, while the responsibility for confirming eligibility lies with the government under AVR, and ineligible people should never be added to the rolls in a well-functioning AVR system, if the government accidentally identifies an ineligible person for registration, that person should have the opportunity to opt out of registration before they are added to the rolls. Such opt-out provisions, whether offered at the point of service or, as in the case of fully-automated voter registration, after an agency transaction, must be clear and succinct. They should clearly present the eligibility requirements for voting and what an individual must do to opt out of voter registration, in English and in any other languages spoken by a sizeable population in that jurisdiction, as required by the VRA.61 This language should be crafted with or reviewed by organizations that work with populations who would be at risk if they were inadvertently registered, and by organizations that specialize in language clarity.62

It’s important to note that even if an ineligible person does not opt out and is inadvertently registered to vote, responsibility for this error lies with the government, not with that person. AVR programs must incorporate strong protections for any individuals inadvertently registered, through no fault of their own, by AVR systems.

**Ensuring Safety for Those Inadvertently Registered**

While a well-functioning AVR system should not add ineligible people to the voter rolls, it is theoretically possible that might happen by accident. Implementation plans should include clear and swift processes for removing ineligible people inadvertently added to the voter rolls and, critically, there must be strong protec-
tions for any such individuals codified in state law, both civil and criminal. Because under any AVR system, the burden is on the government to use the information already provided by an individual as part of his or her agency transaction to confirm a citizen’s eligibility to vote before adding him or her to the voting rolls, individuals bear no personal responsibility for their registration or subsequent attempt to vote, if they are not aware they are not eligible. Legal protections in state code must reflect this reality, indemnifying and holding harmless any ineligible person who is inadvertently registered without taking affirmative steps to register themselves. The state of California, in adopting AVR, codified such strong protections for ineligible people who may be inadvertently registered to vote and those who attempt to vote without knowing they were ineligible.63

The communities most at risk of consequences if they are accidentally registered include non-citizens and justice-system involved people. As already detailed, all AVR design and implementation conversations in a state must include a broad and diverse set of stakeholders; representatives from these 2 communities in particular must be front and center in these conversations.

**Guaranteeing Privacy Protections and Restrictions on the Use of Data**

People who have special concerns related to privacy and safety, such as survivors of domestic abuse and reproductive health care providers, among others, should be able to register to vote without worrying their personal address or other information will be shared publicly. AVR programs can uphold these individuals’ privacy by incorporating the privacy protections that already exist in a state’s election codes and other general statutes,64 so that these individuals’ personal information is not publicly available as a result of their registration.

Additionally, AVR laws should clarify that data collected by state agencies and transmitted to elections officials for voter registration must not be used for any purposes except running elections and facilitating political participation. Law enforcement should be specifically prohibited from using the voter registration database, or any lists resulting from the creation of the voter registration database, for any purpose outside of the realm of confirming individual registration eligibility. AVR programs should also prohibit the government from using eligibility information provided to a state agency for any purpose other than meeting the mission of the agency and registering eligible voters, and agencies should be subject to legal liability if they attempt to use voter eligibility or registration information for any other purpose.

**Ensuring NVRA Compliance, Regardless of AVR**

Adopting an AVR system does not alter a state’s legal obligations under the NVRA to provide voter registration assistance during specific agency transactions.65
An AVR registration system may include state agencies that are already required to provide voter registration services under the NVRA’s Sections 5 and 7, and there need not be any conflict between the 2 programs and their respective procedures. States can and should start building their voter rolls automatically, but state agencies that are covered by the NVRA must continue to provide voter registration services and assistance to citizens during their individual agency transactions. Doing so will ensure that states comply with their legal obligations under the NVRA, and will also offer additional opportunities for people who may have previously declined registration through the AVR system to register to vote, should their preferences change in the future. Additionally, potential voters can choose or update their party affiliation during transactions with agencies offering voter registration assistance under the NVRA, which may prove preferable for them rather than returning a mailer.

For nearly 30 years, the NVRA has played a critical role in reaching previously unregistered Americans, helping to engage many in the political process for the first time. Section 7 of the NVRA in particular has been critical for closing persistent registration gaps between communities based on race and income. For more on the NVRA—and on Dēmos’ work to ensure NVRA compliance among states—check out our 2018 report, “Toward A More Representative Electorate: The Progress and Potential of Voter Registration through Public Assistance Agencies.”

Creating Public Education Campaigns

Any law or policy is only as good as the implementation, and the effort to build universal voter registration does not stop with the passage of AVR. Well-funded, well-coordinated public education campaigns, conducted in partnership with community groups, are critical to the success and sustainability of fully automatic voter registration systems. Local and state elected officials and Boards of Elections should work with grassroots leaders and community institutions to raise awareness about AVR and seek input on implementation. A robust public education campaign will ensure as much of the public as possible understands the new system of voter registration, including the eligibility requirements for voting; when and how they will be registered; action they need to take to opt out and, in closed primary states, to choose a party affiliation after they are automatically registered; and any other important details in their state.

Additionally, public education efforts will help build public buy-in for the system, which is critical if AVR is challenged by those who oppose a diversified electorate. Throughout history, whenever real progress has been made towards advancing democracy, there has been backlash, including attempts to undo enfranchise-ex-
Advocates and policymakers must stay vigilant, knowing that opponents will almost certainly attempt to roll back or weaken new laws like AVR. Educating and building public support for pro-voter systems is a critical component of this defense. When a majority of the public buys into the value of an expansive, accessible democracy, it becomes that much harder for opponents to dismantle programs like AVR.
Even in a fully-automated voter registration system, in which the government takes full responsibility for registering voters, it is still likely some potential voters will not make it onto the rolls before Election Day. In particular, people who have little or no interaction with state agencies will not be added to the rolls automatically through the process described above, and those who move frequently—such as students and low-income people—may not have their registrations updated in time for an election. Therefore, it is critical that the AVR system be accompanied by Same Day Registration (SDR) and Election Day Registration (EDR) in all elections, including primary, general, and special elections for all races at the federal, state, and local levels. Through SDR and EDR, eligible people can register and vote at the same time, when they show up to the polls on or before Election Day. In this section, for simplicity, we will refer just to SDR, though we intend this to encompass a voter’s ability to register the same day they show up to vote, whether in the days or weeks leading up to an election during early voting or on Election Day itself.

Same Day Registration (SDR) is the ability to register and cast one’s ballot at the same time. SDR can take place during early voting periods and on Election Day.

Election Day Registration (EDR) is the ability to register and cast one’s ballot at the same time on Election Day.

Ideally, states implementing SDR should allow it on every single day a voter may cast a ballot, including Election Day. In this case, EDR is effectively SDR. However, currently some states only allow SDR during early voting, such as North Carolina.68

Maine, Minnesota, and Wisconsin pioneered SDR in the 1970s, and as of 2019, the commonsense policy has been adopted in 21 states and the District of Columbia.69 Most states that offer SDR not only allow people to register and cast their ballots during early voting periods before Election Day, but also on Election Day itself. Through SDR, voters who show up to the polls but find themselves not on the voter rolls are able to register on-site, if they can confirm their identity and residency. States vary in how people can confirm their identity, with some accepting IDs without a photo, while others require a photo ID. Potential voters can demon-
strate their residency in various ways, depending on state law; these can include a current driver’s license or other form of ID, or alternative documents with their name and address, such as a utility bill or paycheck. Some also allow a different registered voter who is there at the time to vouch for the identity and residency of the person being registered that day. In many states, same-day registrants must also sign an affidavit swearing to their qualifications and that they have not already voted in that election.70

Implementing SDR increases voter turnout. States with SDR have the highest voter turnout rates in the nation, achieving turnout rates up to 7 to 10 percentage points higher than states without SDR.71 Critically, there is evidence that SDR may increase turnout among populations that suffer persistent turnout gaps, including young people and communities of color. One estimate suggests SDR could increase youth turnout in presidential elections by as much as 14 percentage points.72 In North Carolina, during the first election year after passage of SDR, 36 percent of those who registered and voted via SDR were African American, even though they made up only 23 percent of all North Carolinians who voted that year.73

Additionally, SDR eliminates the bureaucratic hurdles of voter registration deadlines. Arbitrary registration deadlines, which in some states come as many as 30 days before Election Day, cut off registration when voters are most interested, during the last few weeks before the election, when candidate debates and campaigns reach their peak. SDR also remedies inaccurate voter rolls, allowing voters who moved but didn’t change their registration, or who were never added to the voter rolls because of bureaucratic errors, to update their information and cast a ballot that counts. The ability to update one’s registration and vote on the same day—rather than being turned away and disenfranchised—is critically important for geographically mobile voters, a significant portion of whom are low-income and, as a result, often experience the lowest registration and turnout rates of any demographic group.74

Also, allowing registration issues to be fixed on-site means that fewer eligible Americans will be turned away from the polls or forced to cast provisional ballots that might not count. Provisional ballots, which are offered to people who show up to vote but whose names are not on the rolls, are often simply not counted. A 2014 analysis of counties in 16 states found that provisional ballots were more likely to be cast by people of color.75 Not only does SDR mean more eligible people will be able to make their voices heard—a fundamental underpinning of our democracy—it also saves elections officials the time and money required to process provisional ballots after an election. After SDR was adopted in Iowa, provisional ballots dropped from 15,000 in the 2004 presidential election to less than 5,000 in 2008, a 67 percent decline. North Carolina saw 23,000 fewer provisional ballots after it adopted SDR in 2008.76
In a truly inclusive democracy driven by the goal of political equality, voter registration must be universal among all eligible people. Universal voter registration—through a combination of a fully-automated system of voter registration via AVR and widely-available SDR in the days leading up to and on Election Day—is both transformative and achievable. Both of these reforms are being implemented across the nation and, if they were implemented nationwide, could go a long way toward eliminating the barriers that keep far too many Americans, many of them Black and brown, from achieving the primary pre-requisite to voting. By bringing more eligible people onto the voter rolls, making election administration more efficient and seamless, helping more eligible people benefit from voter education and mobilization efforts, and ensuring no one is turned away from the polls during early voting or on Election Day, Universal Voter Registration is a self-evident and powerful step toward diversifying our electorate, maximizing political participation, and advancing political equality.

State governments have a responsibility to run smooth, secure, and inclusive elections, a responsibility that should extend to ensuring voter registration systems are modernized, accurate, and reflective of the voting-eligible population. The government must take responsibility for registering all eligible people to vote as soon as they become of voting age, and there must be on-site fail-safes that ensure all people who can confirm their eligibility are able to register and vote when they show up to the polls. Doing so would put people at the center of our politics and democracy, where we belong.
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